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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the following code in an EJB session bean:
Which code, inserted at Line 15, portably looks up the injected
resource?
A. Object obj = ic.lookup ("java:comp/env/employeeDB");
B. Object obj= ic.lookup ("java:cmp/env/jdbc/employeeDB);
C. Object obj = ic.lookup ("jdbc/employeeDB");
D. Object obj = ic.lookup ("employeeDB");
E. Object obj = ic.lookup ("dataSource");
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are designing a Custom Visions Service solution to identify
fresh produce in grocery stores. The solution will be deployed
as part of a mobile app.
You need to recommend the configuration for the Custom Vision
API. The solution must minimize the size of the mobile app.
What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
The majority of software vulnerabilities result from a few
known kinds of coding defects, such as (choose all that apply):
A. format string vulnerabilities
B. buffer overflows
C. integer overflow
D. code injection
E. None of the choices.
F. command injection
Answer: A,B,C,D,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The majority of software vulnerabilities result from a few
known kinds of coding defects. Common software defects include
buffer overflows, format string vulnerabilities, integer
overflow, and code/command injection. Some common languages
such as C and C++ are vulnerable to all of these defects.
Languages such as Java are immune to some of these defects but
are still prone to code/ command injection and other software
defects which lead to software vulnerabilities.
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